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Since China's first copyright collective administration organization established in 
1992, copyright collective administration organization has always been in 
development with Chinese characteristics. In China’s copyright protection 
background, although copyright collective administration organization has always 
been developing, there are still many problems like protecting the rights ineffectively, 
management operating in difficulties and right-safeguarding in difficulties. 
Meanwhile, under the restriction from our administration, collective administration 
organization has a strong monopolistic feature. Many monopoly issues exist in 
copyright collective management, which restrict competition and infringe on 
copyright owner as well as copyright licensee’s rights. 
So, in this situation, learning from other foreign models is very meaningful. This 
paper focuses on American competitive mode, via analyzing the characteristic of 
American copyright collective administration organization and the history of 
development, to reveal and interpret the mechanism of competition in American field 
of copyright. At same time, contrasting to China’s copyright collective administration 
organization, the paper bring forward an opinion of regulation way, developing 
direction of China’s copyright collective administration organization, which means to 
inspire ourselves. 
This paper consists of four parts. The first chapter is an overview, to introduce the 
generation of copyright collective administration organizations as well as the different 
features of the competitive mode and the monopolization mode. The second part is the 
specific introduction and analysis of China’s copyright collective administration 
organization, including the feature and the monopolistic problems. The third part is an 
introduction and specific analysis to the competitive mode of American, including the 
feature and American mode’s process of developing. The fourth part is based on the 















antitrust reference of copyright collective administration organization, including the 
thinking of development and the practical measures. 
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20 世纪 30 年代，欧洲大陆各国已经基本有了自己的集体管理组织。不同形
式的著作权集体管理组织也在不断发展中，向着国际化迈进。1926 年，国
                                                 
① WIPO: “the Collective Administration of Copyright and Neighboring Rights，Study on and advice establishment 
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